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Abstract
We study the problem of distributed task allocation in multi-agent systems. Suppose there is a
collection of agents, a collection of tasks, and a demand vector, which specifies the number of agents
required to perform each task. The goal of the agents is to cooperatively allocate themselves to the
tasks to satisfy the demand vector. We study the dynamic version of the problem where the demand
vector changes over time. Here, the goal is to minimize the switching cost, which is the number of
agents that change tasks in response to a change in the demand vector. The switching cost is an
important metric since changing tasks may incur significant overhead.
We study a mathematical formalization of the above problem introduced by Su, Su, Dornhaus, and
Lynch [20], which can be reformulated as a question of finding a low distortion embedding from
symmetric difference to Hamming distance. In this model it is trivial to prove that the switching
cost is at least 2. We present the first non-trivial lower bounds for the switching cost, by giving
lower bounds of 3 and 4 for different ranges of the parameters.
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Introduction

Task allocation in multi-agent systems is a fundamental problem in distributed computing.
Given a collection of tasks, a collection of task-performing agents, and a demand vector which
specifies the number of agents required to perform each task, the agents must collectively
allocate themselves to the tasks to satisfy the demand vector. This problem has been studied
in a wide variety of settings. For example, agents may be identical or have differing abilities,
agents may or may not be permitted to communicate with each other, agents may have
limited memory or computational power, agents may be faulty, and agents may or may not
have full information about the demand vector. See Georgiou and Shvartsman’s book [7] for
a survey of the distributed task allocation literature. See also the more recent line of work by
Dornhaus, Lynch and others on algorithms for task allocation in ant colonies [4, 20, 5, 17].
We consider the setting where the demand vector changes dynamically over time and
agents must redistribute themselves among the tasks accordingly. We aim to minimize the
switching cost, which is the number of agents that change tasks in response to a change
in the demand vector. The switching cost is an important metric since changing tasks
may incur significant overhead. Dynamic task allocation has been extensively studied in
practical, heuristic, and experimental domains. For example, in swarm robotics, there is much
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experimental work on heuristics for dynamic task allocation (see e.g. [10, 19, 13, 14, 11, 12]).
Additionally, in insect biology it has been empirically observed that demands for tasks in
ant colonies change over time based on environmental factors such as climate, season, food
availability, and predation pressure [15]. Accordingly, there is a large body of biological work
on developing hypotheses about how insects collectively perform task allocation in response
to a changing environment (see surveys [1, 18]).
Despite the rich experimental literature, to the best of our knowledge there are only two
works on dynamic distributed task allocation from a theoretical algorithmic perspective. Su,
Su, Dornhaus, and Lynch [20] present and analyze gossip-based algorithms for dynamic task
allocation in ant colonies. Radeva, Dornhaus, Lynch, Nagpal, and Su [17] analyze dynamic
task allocation in ant colonies when the ants behave randomly and have limited information
about the demand vector.

1.1

Problem Statement

We study the formalization of dynamic distributed task allocation introduced by Su, Su,
Dornhaus, and Lynch [20].
Objective. Our goal is to minimize the switching cost, which is the number of agents that
change tasks in response to a change in the demand vector.
Properties of agents.
1. the agents have complete information about the changing demand vector
2. the agents are heterogeneous
3. the agents cannot communicate
4. the agents are memoryless
The first two properties specify capabilities of the agents while the third and fourth properties
specify restrictions on the agents. Although the exclusion of communication and memory
may appear overly restrictive, our setting captures well-studied models of both collective
insect behavior and swarm robotics, as outlined in Section 1.1.3.
From a mathematical perspective, our model captures the combinatorial aspects of
dynamic distributed task allocation. In particular, as we show in Section 2, the problem can
be reformulated as finding a low distortion embedding from symmetric difference to Hamming
distance.

1.1.1

Formal statement

Formally, the problem is defined as follows. There are three positive integer parameters: n
is the number of agents, k is the number of tasks, and D is the target maximum switching cost, which we define later. The goal is to define a set of n deterministic functions
f1n,k , f2n,k , . . . , fnn,k , one for each agent, with the following properties.
Input: For each agent a, the function fan,k takes as input a demand vector ~v =
P
{v1 , v2 , . . . , vk } where each vi is a non-negative integer and
i vi = n. Each vi is
the number of agents required for task i, and the total number of agents required for
tasks is exactly the total number of agents.
Output: For each agent a, the function fan,k outputs some i ∈ [k]. The output of fan,k (~v )
is the task that agent a is assigned when the demand vector is ~v .
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Demand satisfied: For all demand vectors ~v and all tasks i, we require that the number
of agents a for which fan,k (~v ) = i is exactly vi . That is, the allocation of agents to tasks
defined by the set of functions f1n,k , f2n,k , . . . , fnn,k exactly satisfies the demand vector.
Switching cost satisfied: The switching cost of a pair (~v , v~0 ) of demand vectors is
defined as the number of agents a for which fan,k (~v ) 6= fan,k (v~0 ); that is, the number of
agents that switch tasks if the demand vector changes from ~v to v~0 (or from v~0 to ~v ).
We say that a pair of demand vectors ~v , v~0 are adjacent if |~v − v~0 |1 = 2; that is, if we
can get from ~v to v~0 by moving exactly one unit of demand from one task to another.
The maximum switching cost of a set of functions f1n,k , f2n,k , . . . , fnn,k is defined as the
maximum switching cost over all pairs of adjacent demand vectors; that is, the maximum
number of agents that switch tasks in response to the movement of a single unit of
demand from one task to another. We require that the maximum switching cost of
f1n,k , f2n,k , . . . , fnn,k is at most D.

I Question. Given n and k, what is the minimum possible maximum switching cost D
over all sets of functions f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k ?

1.1.2

Remarks

I Remark 1. The problem statement only considers the switching cost of pairs of adjacent
demand vectors. We observe that this also implies a bound on the switching cost of nonadjacent vectors: if every pair of adjacent demand vectors has switching cost at most D,
then every pair of demand vectors with `1 distance d has switching cost at most D(d/2).
I Remark 2. The problem statement is consistent with the properties of the agents listed
above. In particular, the agents have complete information about the changing demand
vector because for each agent, the function fan,k takes as input the current demand vector.
The agents are heterogeneous because each agent a has a separate function fan,k . The agents
have no communication or memory because the only input to each function fan,k is the
current demand vector.
I Remark 3. Forbidding communication among agents is crucial in the formulation of the
problem, as otherwise the problem would be trivial. In particular, it would always be possible
to achieve maximum switching cost 1: when the current demand vector changes to an
adjacent demand vector, the agents simply reach consensus about which single agent will
move.

1.1.3
1.1.3.1

Applications
Collective insect behavior

There are a number of hypotheses that attempt to explain the mechanism behind task
allocation in ant colonies (see the survey [1]). One such hypothesis is the response threshold
model, in which ants decide which task to perform based on individual preferences and
environmental factors. Specifically, the model postulates that there is an environmental
stimulus associated with each task, and each individual ant has an internal threshold for each
task, whereby if the stimulus exceeds the threshold, then the ant performs that task. The
response threshold model was introduced in the 70s and has been studied extensively since
(for comprehensive background on this model see the survey [1] and the introduction of [6]).
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Our setting captures the essence of the response threshold model since agents are permitted
to behave based on individual preferences (property 2: agents are heterogeneous) and
environmental factors (property 1: agents have complete information about the demand
vector). We study whether models like the response threshold model can achieve low
switching costs.
Inspired by collective insect behavior, researchers have also studied the response threshold
model in the context of swarm robotics [2, 9, 22]. Our setting also relates more generally to
swarm robotics:

1.1.3.2

Swarm robotics

There is a body of work in swarm robotics specifically concerned with property 3 of our setting:
eliminating the need for communication (e.g. [21, 3, 8, 16]). In practice, communication
among agents may be unfeasible or costly. In particular, it may be unfeasible to build a fast
and reliable network infrastructure capable of dealing with delays and failures, especially in
a remote location.
Regarding property 4 of our setting (the agents are memoryless), it may be desirable for
robots in a swarm to not rely on memory. For example, if a robot fails and its memory is
lost, we may wish to be able to introduce a new robot into the system to replace it.
Concretely, dynamic task allocation in swarm robotics may be applicable to disaster
containment [16, 23], agricultural foraging, mining, drone package delivery, and environmental
monitoring [19].

1.2

Past Work

Our problem was previously studied only by Su, Su, Dornhaus, and Lynch [20], who presented
two upper bounds and a lower bound.
The first upper bound is a very simple set of functions f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k with maximum
switching cost k − 1. Each agent has a unique ID in [n] and the tasks are numbered from
1 to k. The functions f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k are defined so that for all demand vectors, the agents
populate the tasks in order from 1 to k in order of increasing agent ID. That is, for each agent
Pj−1
Pj
a, fan,k is defined as the task j such that i=0 di < ID(a) and i=0 di ≥ ID(a). Starting
with any demand vector, if one unit of demand is moved from task i to task j, the switching
cost is at most |i − j| because at most one agent from each task numbered between i and j
(including i but not including j) shifts to a new task. Thus, the maximum switching cost
is k − 1.
The lower bound of Su et al. is also very simple. It shows that there does not exist a set
of functions f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k with maximum switching cost 1 for n ≥ 2 and k ≥ 3. Suppose
for contradiction that there exists a set of functions f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k with maximum switching
cost 1 for n = 2 and k = 3 (the argument can be easily generalized to higher n and k).
Suppose the current demand vector is [1, 1, 0], that is, one agent is required for each of
tasks 1 and 2 while no agent is required for task 3. Suppose agents a and b are assigned
to tasks 1 and 2, respectively, which we denote [a, b, ∅]. Now suppose the demand vector
changes from [1, 1, 0] to the adjacent demand vector [1, 0, 1]. Since the maximum switching
cost is 1, only one agent moves, so agent b moves to task 3, so we have [a, ∅, b]. Now suppose
the demand vector changes from [1, 0, 1] to the adjacent demand vector [0, 1, 1]. Again, since
the maximum switching cost is 1, agent a moves from task 1 to task 2 resulting in [∅, a, b].
Now suppose the demand vector changes from [0, 1, 1] to the adjacent demand vector [1, 1, 0],
which was the initial demand vector. Since the maximum switching cost is 1, agent b moves
from task 3 to task 1 resulting in [b, a, ∅].
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The problem statement requires that the allocation of agents depends only on the current
demand vector, so the allocation of agents for any given demand vector must be the same
regardless of the history of changes to the demand vector. However, we have shown that the
allocation of agents for [1, 1, 0] was initially [a, b, ∅] and is now [b, a, ∅], a contradiction. Thus,
the maximum switching cost is at least 2.
The second upper bound of Su et al. states that there exists a set of functions f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k
with maximum switching cost 2 if n ≤ 6 and k = 4. They prove this result by exhaustively
listing all 84 demand vectors along with the allocation of agents for each vector.

1.3

Our results

We initiate the study of non-trivial lower bounds for the switching cost. In particular, with
the current results it is completely plausible that the maximum switching cost can always be
upper bounded by 2, regardless of the number of tasks and agents. Our results show that
this is not true and provide further evidence that the maximum switching cost grows with
the number of tasks.
One might expect that the limitations on n and k in the second upper bound of Su et
al. is due to the fact the space of demand vectors grows exponentially with n and k so their
method of proof by exhaustive listing becomes unfeasible. However, our first result is that
the second upper bound of Su et al. is actually tight with respect to k. In particular, we
show that achieving maximum switching cost 2 is impossible even for k = 5 (for any n > 2).
I Theorem 4. For n ≥ 3, k ≥ 5, every set of functions f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k has maximum switching
cost at least 3.
We then consider the next natural question: For what values of n and k is it possible to
achieve maximum switching cost 3? Our second result is that maximum switching cost 3 is
not always possible:
I Theorem 5. There exist n and k such that every set of functions f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k has
maximum switching cost at least 4.
The value of k for Theorem 5 is an extremely large constant derived from hypergraph
Ramsey numbers. Specifically, there exists a constant c so that Theorem 5 holds for n ≥ 5
and k ≥ tn−1 (cn) where the tower function tj (x) is defined by t1 (x) = x and ti+1 (x) = 2ti (x) .
We remark that while our focus on small constant values of the switching cost may
appear restrictive, functions with maximum switching cost 3 already have a highly non-trivial
combinatorial structure.

1.4

Our techniques

We introduce two novel techniques, each tailored to a different parameter regime. One
parameter regime is when n  k and the demand for each task is either 0 or 1. This regime
seems to be the most natural for the goal of proving the highest possible lower bounds on
the switching cost.

1.4.1

The n  k regime

We develop a proof framework for the n  k regime and use it to prove Theorem 4 for
n = 3, k = 5, and more importantly, to prove Theorem 5. We begin by supposing for
contradiction that there exists a set of functions f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k with switching cost 2 and 3,
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respectively, and then reason about the structure of these functions. The main challenge in
proving Theorem 5 as compared to Theorem 4 is that functions with switching cost 3 can
have a much more involved combinatorial structure than functions with switching cost 2. In
principle, our proof framework could also apply to higher switching costs, but at present it is
unclear how exactly to implement it for this setting.
The first step in our proofs is to reformulate the problem as that of finding a low distortion
embedding from symmetric difference to Hamming distance, which we describe in Section 2.
This provides a cleaner way to reason about the problem in the n  k parameter regime.
Our proofs are written in the language of the problem reformulation, but here we will briefly
describe our proof framework in the language of the original problem statement.
The simple upper bound of k − 1 described in Section 1.2 can be viewed as each agent
having a “preference” for certain tasks. The main idea of our lower bound is to show that
for any set of functions f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k with low switching cost, many agents must have a
“preference” for certain tasks. More formally, we introduce the idea of a task being frozen to
an agent. A task t is frozen to agent a if for every demand vector in a particular large set of
demand vectors, agent a is assigned to task t. Our framework has three steps:
In step 1, we show roughly that in total, many tasks are frozen to some agent.
In step 2, we show roughly that for many agents a, only few tasks are frozen to a.
In step 3, we use a counting argument to derive a contradiction: we count a particular
subset of frozen task/agent pairs in two different ways using steps 1 and 2, respectively.
The proof of Theorem 4 for n = 3 and k = 5 serves as a simple illustrative example of
our proof framework, while the proof of Theorem 5 is more involved. In particular, in step 1
of the proof of Theorem 5, we derive multiple possible structures of frozen task/agent pairs.
Then, we use Ramsey theory to show that there exists a collection of tasks that all obey only
one of the possible structures. This allows us to reason about each of the possible structures
independently in steps 2 and 3.

1.4.2

The remaining parameter regime

In the remaining parameter regime, we complete the proof of Theorem 4. In the previous
parameter regime, we only addressed the n = 3, k = 5 case, and now we need to consider all
larger values of n and k. Extending to larger k is trivial (we prove this formally in Section 4).
However, it is not at all clear how to extend a lower bound to larger values of n. In particular,
our proof framework from the n  k regime immediately breaks down as n grows.
The main challenge of handling large n is that having an abundance of agents can actually
allow more pairs of adjacent demand vectors to have switching cost 2, so it becomes more
difficult to find a pair with switching cost greater than 2. To see this, consider the following
example.
Consider the subset Si of demand vectors in which a particular task i has an unconstrained
amount of demand and each remaining task has demand at most n/(k − 1). We claim that
there exists a set of functions f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k so that every pair of adjacent demand vectors
from Si has switching cost 2. Divide the agents into k − 1 groups of n/(k − 1) agents
each, and associate each task except i to such a group of agents. We define the functions
f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k so that given any demand vector in Si , the set of agents assigned to each task
except i is simply a subset of the group of agents associated with that task (say, the subset
of such agents with smallest ID). This is a valid assignment since the demand of each task
except i is at most the size of the group of agents associated with that task. The remaining
agents are assigned to task i. Then, given a pair (~v , v~0 ) of adjacent demand vectors in Si ,
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whose demands differ only for tasks s and t, their switching cost is 2 because the only agents
assigned to different tasks between ~v and v~0 are: one agent from each of the groups associated
with tasks s and t, respectively.
Because it is possible for many pairs of adjacent demand vectors to have switching cost 2,
finding a pair of adjacent demand vectors with larger switching cost requires reasoning about
a very precise set of demand vectors. To do this, we use roughly the following strategy. We
identifying a task that serves the role of i in the above example and then successively move
demand out of task i until task i is empty and can thus no longer fill this role. At this point,
we argue that we have reached a pair of adjacent demand vectors with switching cost more
than 2.

2
2.1

Problem reformulation
Notation

Let A and B be multisets. The intersection of A and B denoted A∩B is the maximal multiset
of elements that appear in both A and B. For example, {a, a, b, b} ∩ {a, b, b, c} = {a, b, b}.
The symmetric difference between A and B, denoted A ⊕ B, is the multiset of elements in
either A or B but not in their intersection. For example, {a, a, b, b} ⊕ {a, b, b, c} = {a, c}
since we are left with a after removing {a, b, b} from {a, a, b, b} and we are left with c after
removing {a, b, b} from a, b, b, c.
A permutation of a multiset A is simply a permutation of the elements of the multiset. For
example, one permutation of {a, a, b} is aba. We treat permutation as strings and perform
string operations on them. For strings X and Y (which may be permutations), let d(X, Y )
denote the Hamming distance between X and Y . For example, d(aba, bca) = 2.

2.2

Problem statement

Given positive integers n, k, and D, the goal is to find a function πn,k with the following
properties.
Let Sn,k be the set of all size n multisets of [k]. The function πn,k takes as input a set
S ∈ Sn,k and outputs a permutation of S.
We say that a pair S, S 0 ∈ Sn,k has distortion D0 with respect to πn,k if |S ⊕ S 0 | = 2 and
d(πn,k (S), πn,k (S 0 )) = D0 . In other words, a pair of multisets has distortion D0 if they
have the smallest possible symmetric distance but large Hamming distance (at least D0 ).
We say that πn,k has maximum distortion D0 if the maximum distortion over all pairs
S, S 0 ∈ Sn,k with |S ⊕ S 0 | = 2 is D0 . We require that the function πn,k has maximum
distortion at most D.
We are interested in the question of for which values of the parameters n, k, and D, there
exists πn,k that satisfies the above properties. In particular, we aim to minimize the maximum
distortion:
I Question. Given n and k, what is the minimum possible maximum distortion over
all functions πn,k ?
In other words, the question is whether there exists a function πn,k such that every pair
S, S 0 ∈ Sn,k has distortion at least D. Our theorems are lower bounds, so we show that for
every function πn,k there exists a pair S, S 0 ∈ Sn,k with distortion at least D.
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2.3

Equivalence to original problem statement

We claim that the new problem statement from Section 2.2 is equivalent to the original
problem statement from Section 1.1.
B Claim 6. Given parameters n and k (the same for both problem statements) there exists
a function πn,k with maximum distortion D if and only if there exists a set of functions
f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k with maximum switching cost D.
We describe the correspondence between the two problem statements:
Demand vector. Sn,k is the set of all possible demand vectors since a demand vector
is simply a size n multiset of the k tasks. For example, the multiset S = {1, 1, 3} is
equivalent to the demand vector ~v = [2, 0, 1]; both notations indicate that task 1 requires
two units of demand, task 2 requires no demand, and task 3 requires one unit of demand.
Allocation of agents to tasks. If ~v is the demand vector representing the multiset
S ∈ Sn,k , a permutation πn,k (S) is an allocation f1n,k (~v ), . . . , fnn,k (~v ) of agents to tasks
so that πn,k (S)[i] = fin,k (~v ); that is, agent i performs the task that is the ith element in
the permutation πn,k (S). For example, π3,3 ({1, 1, 3}) = 131 is equivalent to the following:
f13,3 ([2, 0, 1]) = 1, f23,3 ([2, 0, 1]) = 3, and f33,3 ([2, 0, 1]) = 1; both notations indicate that
agents 1 and 3 both performs task 1, while agent 2 performs task 2.
Switching cost. If ~v , v~0 are the demand vectors representing the multisets S, S 0 ∈ Sn,k
respectively, the value d(πn,k (S), πn,k (S 0 )) is the switching cost because from the previous
bullet point, πn,k (S)[i] 6= πn,k (S 0 )[i] if and only if fan,k (~v ) 6= fan,k (v~0 ).
Adjacent demand vectors. The set of all pairs S, S 0 ∈ Sn,k such that |S ⊕ S 0 | = 2
is the set of all pairs of adjacent demand vectors. This is because |S ⊕ S 0 | = 2 means
that starting from S, one can reach S 0 by changing exactly one element in S from some
i ∈ [k] to some j ∈ [k]. Equivalently, starting from the demand vector represented by
S and moving one unit of demand from task i to task j results in the demand vector
represented by S 0 .
Maximum switching cost. If f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k is the set of functions representing πn,k ,
then πn,k has maximum distortion D if and only if f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k has maximum switching
cost D. This is because S, S 0 ∈ Sn,k has distortion D if and only if |S ⊕ S 0 | = 2 and
d(πn,k (S), πn,k (S 0 )) = D which is equivalent to saying that the demand vectors ~v and v~0
that represent S and S 0 are adjacent and have switching cost D.

2.4

Restatement of results

We restate Theorems 4 and 5 in the language of the problem restatement.
I Theorem 7 (Restatement of Theorem 4). Let n ≥ 3 and k ≥ 5. Every function πn,k has
maximum distortion at least 3.
I Theorem 8 (Restatement of Theorem 5). There exist n and k so that every function πn,k
has maximum distortion at least 4.

2.5

Example instance

To build intuition about the problem restatement, we provide a concrete example of a small
instance of the problem. Suppose n = 3 and k = 2. For notational clarity, instead of denoting
[k] = {0, 1} we denote [k] = {a, b}. Then S3,2 is the set of all size 3 multisets of {a, b}; that
is, S3,2 = {{a, a, a}, {a, a, b}, {a, b, b}, {b, b, b}}. π3,2 is a function that maps each element of
S3,2 to a permutation of itself. For example, π3,2 could be defined as follows:
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π3,2 ({a, a, b}) = aba

π3,2 ({a, b, b}) = bab,

π3,2 ({b, b, b}) = bbb.

We are concerned with all pairs S, S 0 ∈ S3,2 such that |S ⊕ S 0 | = 2 (since the maximum
distortion of π3,2 is defined in terms of only these pairs). In this example, the only such pairs
are as follows:
{a, a, a} ⊕ {a, a, b} = 2, {a, a, b} ⊕ {a, b, b} = 2, {a, b, b} ⊕ {b, b, b} = 2.
For each such pair, we consider d(π3,2 (S), π3,2 (S 0 )):
d(aaa, aba) = 1,

d(aba, bab) = 3,

d(bab, bbb) = 1.

This particular choice of π3,2 has maximum distortion 3 (since the largest value in the above
row is 3), however we could have chosen π3,2 with maximum distortion 1 (for example if
π3,2 ({a, b, b}) = bba instead of bab).

3

The n  k regime

In this section we will prove Theorem 7 for n = 3, k = 5, and Theorem 8. The proofs are
written in the language of the problem reformulation from Section 2. For these proofs it will
suffice to consider only the elements of Sn,k that are subsets of [k], rather than multisets.
This corresponds to the set of demand vectors where each task has demand either 0 or 1.
For the rest of this section we consider only subsets of [k], rather than multisets.
We call each element of [k] a character (e.g. in the above example instance, a and b are
characters).

3.1

Proof framework

As described in Section 1.4, we develop a three-step proof framework for the n  k regime.
Suppose we are trying to prove that every function πn,k has maximum distortion at least
D for a particular n and k. We begin by supposing for contradiction that there exists πn,k
with maximum distortion less than D. That is, we suppose that every pair S, S 0 ∈ Sn,k with
|S ⊕ S 0 | = 2 has d(πn,k (S), πn,k (S 0 )) < D. Under the assumption that such a πn,k exists,
steps 1 and 2 of the framework show that πn,k must obey a particular structure. For the
remainder of this section, we drop the subscript of π since n and k are fixed.
I Notation. For any set R ⊆ [k], let UR be the set of all sets S ⊆ [k] such that R ⊂ S and
|S| = |R| + 1.

Step 1: Structure of size n − 1 sets
We begin by fixing a size n − 1 set R ⊆ [k]. Now, consider UR (defined above). We note that
all pairs S, S 0 ∈ UR are by definition such that |S ⊕ S 0 | = 2. Because we initially supposed
that π has maximum distortion less than D, we know that for all pairs S, S 0 ∈ UR , we have
d(π(S), π(S 0 )) < D.
Then we prove a structural lemma which roughly says that many characters r ∈ R have a
“preference” to be in a particular position in the permutations π(S) for S ∈ UR . We say that
R i-freezes the character r if π(S)[i] = r for many S ∈ UR . Our structural lemma roughly
says that for many characters r ∈ R, there exists an index i ∈ [n] such that R i-freezes r. In
other words, for many S ∈ UR , the π(S)s agree on the position of many characters in the
permutation.
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Step 2: Structure of size n − 2 sets
We begin by fixing a size n − 2 set Q ⊆ [k]. Now, consider UQ . We note that each R ∈ UQ
obeys the structural lemma from step 1; that is, for many characters r ∈ R, there exists an
index i ∈ [n] such that R i-freezes r.
We prove a structural lemma which roughly says that the sets P ∈ UQ are for the most
part consistent about which characters they freeze to which index of the permutation. More
specifically, for many characters q ∈ Q, for all pairs P, P 0 ∈ UQ , if R i-freezes r and R0
j-freezes r, then i = j.

Step 3: Counting argument
In step 3, we use a counting argument to derive a contradiction. For the proof of Theorem 7,
a simple argument suffices. The idea is that step 1 shows that many characters are frozen
overall while step 2 shows that each character can only be frozen to a single index. Then, the
pigeonhole principle implies that more than one character is frozen to a single index, which
helps to derive a contradiction.
For the proof of Theorem 8, it no longer suffices to just show that more than one character
is frozen to a single index. Instead, we require a more sophisticated counting argument and
a careful choice of what quantity to count. We end up counting the number of pairs (Q, a)
such that R ∈ UQ , where Q ⊂ [k] is a size n − 2 set and a ∈ [n] \ Q. To reach a contradiction,
we count this quantity in two different ways, using steps 1 and 2 respectively.
Having reached a contradiction, we conclude that π has maximum distortion at least D.

3.2

Proof of Theorem 7 for n = 3, k = 5

In this section, we prove Theorem 7 for n = 3, k = 5, which serves as a simple illustrative
example of our proof framework from Section 3.1.
I Theorem 9 (Special case of Theorem 7). Every function π3,5 has maximum distortion at
least 3.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that there is a function π3,5 with maximum distortion
at most 2. For the remainder of this section we omit the subscript of π since n = 3, k = 5
are fixed. For clarity of notation, we
 let {a, b, c, d, e} be the characters in [k] for k = 5. Thus,
5
we are considering the set of all 3 = 10 size 3 subsets of {a, b, c, d, e}. (Recall that we are
only concerned with subsets, not multisets.)
Step 1: Structure of size n − 1 sets. We begin by fixing a set {x, y} ⊆ {a, b, c, d, e} of size
n − 1 = 2. Recall that U{x,y} is the set of all size 3 sets S such that {x, y} ⊆ S ⊆ {a, b, c, d, e}.
For example, U{a,b} = {{a, b, c}, {a, b, d}, {a, b, e}}. We note that by definition all pairs
S, S 0 ∈ U{x,y} have |S ⊕ S 0 | = 2. Thus, to find a pair with distortion 3 and thereby
obtain a contradiction, it suffices to find a pair S, S 0 ∈ U{x,y} with Hamming distance
d(π(S), π(S 0 )) = 3. Since n = 3, this means we are looking for permutations π(S), π(S 0 ) that
disagree about the position of all elements.
The following lemma says that π places one of x or y at the same position for all π(S)
with S ∈ U{x,y} . For ease of notation, we give this phenomenon a name:
I Definition 10 (freeze). We say that a pair {x, y} ⊆ {a, b, c, d, e} i-freezes a character
p ∈ {x, y} if for all S ∈ U{x,y} , we have π(S)[i] = p. We simply say that {x, y} freezes p if i
is unspecified. Equivalently, we say that a character p is i-frozen (or just frozen) by a pair.
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I Lemma 11. For every {x, y} ⊆ {a, b, c, d, e}, there exists i so that {x, y} i-freezes either x
or y.
For example, one way that the pair {a, b} could satisfy Lemma 11 is if the permutations
π({a, b, c}), π({a, b, d}), and π({a, b, e}) all place the character a in the 0th position. In this
case, we would say that the pair {a, b} 0-freezes a.
Proof of Lemma 11. Without loss of generality, consider {x, y} = {a, b}. In this case,
U{x,y} = U{a,b} = {{a, b, c}, {a, b, d}, {a, b, e}}. Thus, we are trying to show that {a, b, c},
{a, b, d}, and {a, b, e} all agree on the position of either a or b.
Suppose without loss of generality that π({a, b, c}) = abc. We first note that π({a, b, c})
and π({a, b, d}) must agree on the position of either a or b because otherwise we would have
d(π({a, b, c}), π({a, b, d})) = 3 which would mean that π({a, b, c}) and π({a, b, d}) would
have distortion 3, and we would have proved Theorem 9. Without loss of generality, suppose
π({a, b, c}) and π({a, b, d}) agree on the position of a; that is, π({a, b, d}) is either abd or
adb.
By the same reasoning, π({a, b, c}) and π({a, b, e}) agree on the position of either a
or b, and π({a, b, d}) and π({a, b, e}) agree on the position of either a or b. If π({a, b, e})
agrees with either π({a, b, c}) or π({a, b, d}) on the position of a, then it agrees with both (in
which case we are done) since π({a, b, c}) and π({a, b, d}) agree on the position of a, by the
previous paragraph. Thus, the only option is that π({a, b, e}) agrees with both π({a, b, c})
and π({a, b, d}) on the position of b. This completes the proof.
J
Step 2: Structure of size n − 2 sets. Since n − 2 = 1, we begin by fixing a single element
x ∈ {a, b, c, d, e}. In the following lemma we prove that x cannot be frozen to two different
indices.
I Lemma 12. If a pair {x, y} ⊆ {a, b, c, d, e} i-freezes x and a pair {x, z} ⊆ {a, b, c, d, e}
j-freezes x then i = j.
Proof. Since {x, y} i-freezes x, then in particular, π({x, y, z})[i] = x. Since {x, z} j-freezes
x, then in particular, π({x, y, z})[j] = x. A single character cannot be in multiple positions
of the permutation π({x, y, z}) so i = j.
J
Step 3: Counting argument. Lemma 11 implies that for each character x ∈ {a, b, c, d, e}
except for at most one, some pair {x, y} freezes x. That is, at least 4 characters are frozen by
some pair. However n = 3 so by the pigeonhole principle, two characters x, y ∈ {a, b, c, d, e}
are frozen to the same index i.
Fix x, y, and i, and suppose x and y are each i-frozen. By Lemma 11, the pair {x, y}
freezes either x or y. Without loss of generality, say {x, y} freezes x. By Lemma 12, since
x is i-frozen by some pair, all pairs that freeze x must i-freeze x. Thus, the pair {x, y}
i-freezes x.
Let {y, z} ⊆ {a, b, c, d, e} be a pair that i-freezes y. Thus we have π({x, y, z})[i] = y.
However, since {x, y} i-freezes x, we also have π({x, y, z})[i] = x. This is a contradiction
since π({x, y, z})[i] cannot take on two different values.
J
We defer the proof of Theorem 8, which is the remainder of Section 3, to the full version.
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4

The remaining parameter regime

I Theorem 13 (restatement of Theorem 4). For n ≥ 3, k ≥ 5, every set of functions
f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k has maximum switching cost at least 3.
I Remark. We note that the proof framework from Section 3 immediately breaks down if
we try to apply it to Theorem 13 for all n, k. For example, when n > k, there are no size
n subsets of [k] so we must instead consider size n multisets of [k]. Even if we have the
same setting of parameters as Theorem 7 but we are considering multisets, in step 1 of
the proof framework Lemma 11 is no longer true. That is, it is not true that for all size 2
multisets {x, y} of [k], we have that {x, y} i-freezes either x or y for some i. In particular,
suppose {x, y} = {a, a}. Then if is possible that π({a, a, b}) = aab, π({a, a, c}) = aca, and
π({a, a, d}) = daa, in which case a is not frozen to any index. Since the proof framework
from Section 3 no longer applies, we develop entirely new techniques in this section. (However
we do use this proof framework to prove Theorem 8.)
For the rest of this section we will use the language of the original problem statement
rather than that of the problem reformulation.

4.1

Preliminaries

To prove the Theorem 13, we need to show that Theorem 9 extends to larger k and n. As
noted in Section 1.4.2, extending to larger n is challenging, while extending to larger k is
trivial, as shown in the following lemma.
I Lemma 14. Fix n and k. If there exists a set of functions f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k with maximum
0
0
switching cost D, then for all k 0 < k, there exists a set of functions g1n,k , . . . , gnn,k with
maximum switching cost D.
Proof. For each demand vector ~v with n agents and k tasks such that only the first k 0 entries
of ~v are non-zero, let v~0 be the length k 0 vector consisting of only the first k 0 entries of ~v .
We note that the set of all such vectors v~0 is the set of all demand vectors for n agents
0
and k 0 tasks. Set each gin,k (v~0 ) = fin,k (~v ). Then the switching cost for any adjacent pair
0
0
(v~10 , v~20 ) with respect to g1n,k , . . . , gnn,k is equal to the switching cost of the corresponding
adjacent pair (v~1 , v~2 ) with respect to f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k . Thus, the maximum switching cost of
0
0
g1n,k , . . . , gnn,k is equal to the maximum switching cost of f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k .
J
I Notation. We say that an ordered pair of adjacent demand vectors (v~1 , v~2 ) is (s, t)-adjacent
if starting with v~1 and moving exactly one unit of demand from task s to task t results in v~2 .
We say that an agent a is (i, j)-mobile with respect to an ordered pair of adjacent demand
vectors (v~1 , v~2 ) if fan,k (v~1 ) = i, fan,k (v~2 ) = j, and i 6= j.
We note that if (v~1 , v~2 ) is (s, t)-adjacent and has switching cost 2, then for some task i,
some agent a must be (s, i)-mobile and another agent b must be (i, t)-mobile. We say that i
is the intermediate task with respect to (v~1 , v~2 ).

4.2

Proof overview

We begin by supposing for contradiction that there exists a set of functions f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k
with maximum switching cost 2, and then we prove a series of structural lemmas about such
functions.
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As previously mentioned, the main challenge of proving Lemma 13 is handling large n.
To illustrate this challenge, we repeat the example from Section 1.4.2. This example shows
that having large n can allow more pairs of adjacent demand vectors to have switching cost 2,
making it more difficult to find a pair with switching cost greater than 2.
Consider the subset Si of demand vectors in which a particular task i has an unconstrained
amount of demand and each remaining task has demand at most n/(k − 1). We claim that
there exists a set of functions f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k so that every pair of adjacent demand vectors
from Si has switching cost 2. Divide the agents into k − 1 groups of n/(k − 1) agents
each, and associate each task except i to such a group of agents. We define the functions
f1n,k , . . . , fnn,k so that given any demand vector in Si , the set of agents assigned to each task
except i is simply a subset of the group of agents associated with that task (say, the subset
of such agents with smallest ID). This is a valid assignment since the demand of each task
except i is at most the size of the group of agents associated with that task. The remaining
agents are assigned to task i. Then, given a pair (~v , v~0 ) of adjacent demand vectors in Si ,
whose demands differ only for tasks s and t, their switching cost is 2 because the only agents
assigned to different tasks between ~v and v~0 are: one agent from each of the groups associated
with tasks s and t, respectively.
To overcome the challenge illustrated by the above example, our general method is to
identify a task that serves the role of task i and then successively move demand out of task
i until task i is empty, and thus can no longer serve its original role. We note that in the
above example, the task i serves as the intermediate task for all pairs of adjacent demand
vectors from Si . Thus, we will choose i to be an intermediate task.
In particular, we show that there is a demand vector ~v so that we can identify tasks i
and t with the following important property: if we start with ~v and move a unit of demand
to task t from any other task except i, the switching cost is 2 and the intermediate task is i.
Furthermore, we prove that if we start with demand vector ~v and move a unit of demand
from task i to task t resulting in demand vector v~1 , then t and i have the important property
from the previous paragraph with respect to v~1 . Applying this argument inductively, we
show that no matter how many units of demand we successively move from i to t, i and t
still satisfy the important property with respect to the current demand vector.
We move demand from i to t until task i is empty. Then, the final contradiction comes
from the fact that if we now move a unit of demand from any non-i task to t, then the
important property implies that the switching cost is 2 and the intermediate task is i; however,
i is empty and an empty task cannot serve as an intermediate task.
We defer the proof of Theorem 13, which is the remainder of Section 4 to the full version.
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